
Engagement Products 
Increase interaction and engagement on a brand channel 

Gadgets 

Gadgets are small web applications, or rich media ads, that sit on a brand channel 
and offer deeper functionality for users. These often utilize YouTube’s APIs to 
encourage video discovery and uploads, but are not limited to that. Marketers can 
create their own gadgets (960x465) or choose from our selection of engagement 
products. 

Template gadgets 
Engagement products are simply template gadgets that YouTube has created to 
run on a brand channel.  We currently have a selection of six engagement 
products designed to elicit user uploads (Contest), improve discovery of videos 
(Carousel, Video Wall, or Mosaic), or add interactivity to a marketer’s videos (Be A 
Star or Remixer). 

Tried and tested 
All engagement products were initially designed for YouTube marketing programs 
such as Project: Direct and AdBlitz, so have been extensively tested and proven 
to work with the YouTube community.   

Embeddable 
Like all gadgets, engagement products can be easily embedded a third party 
website, such as a marketer’s microsite.  They maintain full functionality and can 
still access YouTube’s APIs. 

Contest 

Harness the creative power of the 
YouTube community to create videos 
for your brand for use on YouTube and 
elsewhere.  If your brand does not 
have many video assets, contests are 
a great way of creating branded videos 
for the viewing community to watch 

Taking part in a contest is a deeply engaging experience - contestants will spend 
hours (even days) to create a video submission, whilst users will spend hours 
viewing and voting on finalists. 

The contest gadget has everything you need to run a successful contest, 
customizable and adaptable for all four phases of a typical contest: submission, 
viewing, voting, and results.   

A great way to drive submissions and votes is by using the contest gadget ad - a 
basic version of the contest formatted to run in 300x250 ad units. These gadget 
ads work across YouTube and Google Content Network. Marketers can also get 
users to vote while they are watching the videos using the contest overlay ad. 

Contest 

YouTube Stats (US)  
(comScore MediaMetrix April 2009) 

89.7 Million unique monthly visitors 

#4 Largest audience on the web 

#1 Entertainment site on the web  

Average user spends 2 hours and 
38 minutes on the site each month 

Active reach: 46.5% 
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Discovery 

Encourage users to scroll through your 
videos with ease.  By allowing them to 
navigate between videos and watch them 
within the gadget, marketers are better able 
to keep users on their channel. 

Carousel 
Video can be categorized and divided by up 
to six tabs, with each tab holding 100 
videos. 

Video wall 
Display up to 45 video thumbnails in one.  
When a thumbnail is scrolled over, it 
expands and the can click to play. 

Mosaic 
Like the video wall, the mosaic displays 
hundreds of video thumbnails in one go.  
This time, though, the thumbnails form the 
tiles of a mosaic representation of any 
image a marketer supplies (EG a brand’s 
logo). The gadget automatically matches 
the shape and color of thumbnail to the 
pixels of the target image. 

Interactivity 

Get users to truly engage with your videos 
by allowing them to play around with the 
video, creating their own versions.  If they 
are particularly proud of their personalized 
version, they can upload it to their YouTube 
account and share with friends. 

Remixer 
Allow users to make their own edits of your 
videos, using video clips, photos, music, 
sound effects, and transitions. 

Be A Star 
Users can upload their own photos to create 
a 3D-rendered character in your video.  
Videos can have one or two “stars.” 

YouTube is the premier destination 
to find, upload, watch, and share 
video online.  
Google and YouTube are committed 
to innovating with video to create 
compelling services for users, 
content owners, and advertisers. 

For more information visit 
www.youtube.com/advertise 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